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I was wondering if anyone here has the Mundane Tarot? It's a 

full 78 card deck, size is a smaller pocket size and she 

mentioned they were in the Tarot Encyclopedia IV. Ir's very 

colourful and is borderless. 

 

I just bought a copy from Etsy, she has 4 ones up with different 

backs and different bags. Here is a link 

http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=9621032. I 

bought the deck with rose vines backs and a White Jacquard 

tarot bag. 

 

They look quite interesting in that naive whimsical way I just 

love...I figuired some here had to have them! I did a search on 

here and googled it...but nothing anywhere. This looks like a 

fun and unique deck! 
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This is rather fine. I included it in my Study course under Naive 

Tarots. . 

 

Marybeth Cantwell created the designs and drew the outlines in 

pen and then had her seven year old son, Jon, colour them in 

with coloured pencil or felt tip markers - the title card for the 

deck actually shows this in a little picture. The cards are printed 

on rather poor quality inkjet and cut out by hand with scissors 

so that they are a bit irregular. We are here far removed from 

the polished artwork of Folchi, Kat Black or Ciro Marchetti, but 

here the designs are domestic, autobiographical and full of 

humour.  
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The Fool shows a woman being given an ultrasound scan to 

confirm her pregnancy. The Hanged Man shows a woman 

upside down on one of those strange exercise machines that 

people are encouraged to buy, while in the Nine of Pentacle the 

Mother lies in bed with her child while a cat sleeps on the 

bedcover. In a strange way the designs for this deck are quite 

touching, as we are being given a little look into Marybeth 

Cantwell’s life. Her tarot is partly an autobiography. It seems 

no artifice or cynical manipulation is being pressed on us here. 

What we see is what we get. 
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I bookmarked her blue one about a year ago..... I am stil 

thinking; and the Black Lily pushed the thought back a 

bit........... But I do like it ! 
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I looked, I got! 

 

The Mundane tarot has the honor of being my 1000th deck!  

Yikes, how did that ever happen? 

skad1 

Member  

When I got the deck I noticed that it didn't have a title card with 

edition number, etc.  So I asked her and she is going to make 

one and then send one with all the decks from now on.  If 

you've already gotten a deck, she would probably make one for 

you and send it along. 
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What do you think of the deck? 
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I received mine and while I like the whimsical artwork, I 

unfortunately don't find it very usable as a deck per se. 

 

The cards are really very small, but in relation thich, so you get 

a rather unwieldy pack to shuffle. 

 

Due to the size and mediocre printing quality, the images are a 

bit blurry, and you have to squeeze your eyes and look really 

hard to even decipher the title. 

 

Very cute as a collectible though, and well thought out 

generally. 

6 Haunted Days 

Member  

You know, I ended up not getting this deck. I'd heard such 

awful things about the cardstock and very blurry print quality! 
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Ordered mine today ... we shall see. I bought the Navy Blue 

Boxed Mundane.  
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The deck arrived... the print is blurry but the card stock is ok. I 

like them :)  
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